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PACKING GUIDELINES

Restrict Movement & Eliminate Space
We’ve all seen what happens to our groceries after they’ve moved
about in the back of the car on the trip back from the supermarket.
Despite packing them nice
and tidy when you left the
shop, they’ve tipped over and
scattered everywhere by the
time you get home.
This picture is an everyday
example of what happens to
things that are inadequately
packed for transport.
The simple reason it happens
is because there’s just too
much empty space in both the bags and the car. Every corner you turn
and every stop and start you make provides opportunity for the items
to move around and crash into each other, as well as the car. This is
how damage occurs.
Your belongings packed into boxes, then into a truck, trailer or shipping
container loaded onto a ship will be treated just the same while it bumps
about, stops and starts or rolls around on the ocean.

Empty space is the Enemy...
it MUST be eliminated
As the picture demonstrates, the bigger the space, the harder it is to
fill. This means it’s also important to select the right size space for
packing.
As tempting as it is, don’t choose the biggest box available in the PIY
range thinking it will save time and reduce the total number of boxes
you’ll have to move. Once all that space is filled, you just won’t be

able to lift it! The biggest box is for lighter, bulky items and we don’t
make one larger because it’ll be too big to manage easily. The most
versatile box in the PIY range is the Multi-box because it’s easier to fill
and easiest to manage.

Manage Weight
It’s imperative to consider the weight of each box as you pack. Just
like your groceries, if you pack the box too heavy, it’ll be too hard to lift
or the bottom could give way. These things put items at risk of being
dropped.

Lift BEFORE you Seal
Always pack heavier items (like books, glasses, plates, etc) into the
PIY Multi-box and test the weight before you tape it shut. If you
struggle to lift it, so will anyone else who has to handle it. Heavier
items can cause considerable damage to other items if they should
break loose during transport so must be thoughtfully managed.

Wrapping Materials for Custom-Packing
PIY has 5 types of wrapping that each has a different purpose...
1. Paper wrapping - plain newsprint paper sheets are used to
prevent scratching and marking of surfaces
2. Cushioning wrap - is an easy to use scratch prevention that’s
moisture resistant with light cushioning
3. Bubble wrap - is for cushioning breakable items
4. Corrugated Cardboard - is used to protect from denting and
chipping
5. Ultra-tough Easy wrap - is a fabulous product that has all the
benefits of the cushioning wrap, bubble wrap and corrugated
cardboard in one

It’s important to realise that when you wrap an item with a polished,
glazed or shiny surface in corrugated cardboard, you should always
wrap the item with paper wrapping or cushioning wrap first to
prevent the corrugated cardboard from scratching it.
Similarly, if you’re wrapping items like this with bubble wrap (particularly
wooden furniture) it’s always safest to use paper wrapping first because
being a plastic material, bubble wrap can sweat and leave an impression
on the surface.

NEVER wrap with Newspaper or Magazines
because the ink may rub off onto the item
When you need a PIY wrap, view and order anytime from the online
shop at www.pakityourself.co.nz or simply contact your PIY operator.

The Purpose of Packing
The main purpose of wrapping and packing is to prevent breakage,
scratching, marking, denting and chipping.
Always remember the REM rules of packing as you go...

Restrict movement
Eliminate space
Manage weight

Examples of Customised Packing
The examples following are intended as a guide only and illustrate the
use of all wrapping materials for full cover Transit Insurance purposes.
There’s no such thing as overprotecting your belongings when
moving... it’s better you do too much than not enough.

Always tape the bottom of the box in 2 directions and extend the tape
part-way over the sides when assembling. Tape boxes flat, don’t over
lap the flaps.

Cushion the bottom of the boxes
with bubble wrap or scrunched
paper wrapping for breakables.

Always use our Multi-box for the heaviest items such
as books, glasses, mugs, plates, CD’s, etc. Packing
into anything larger will be too difficult to lift.

Remember to cushion the bottom of the box, stand glasses upright
and place corrugated cardboard between layers.

Make sure white paper or cushioning wrap is woven between each
item of cutlery as you bundle wrap them together.

Ensure ample paper wrapping or cushioning wrap is
woven between each plate. Remember to cushion
the bottom of the box and eliminate all empty space.
Always place plates on edges into box, don’t stack
them on top of each other.
Protect the wooden knife block
with paper wrapping or cushioning
wrap first then securely wrap entire
block to prevent knives moving.

Ensure ornaments are protected
with paper wrapping or cushioning
wrap, then bubble wrap, then
corrugated cardboard cut to size
before packing into a PIY box.

Protect front with cushioning wrap first, then bubble
wrap before wrapping with corrugated cardboard.
Take care to reinforce corners with tape and never
lay flat into boxes, always place them on their edges.
Bundling together may provide additional reinforcing.

Protect soft furniture by first
sliding a mattress bag over it then
wrapping in ultra-tough easy wrap
or corrugated cardboard.
The best protection for solid furniture is ultra-tough
easy wrap. Alternatively you can use cushioning
wrap before corrugated cardboard or a combination
of ultra-tough easy wrap and corrugated cardboard.

Pak-It-Yourself Kits
•

Quick Kit
This kit is designed for local movers who only require moving
boxes and tape. It qualifies for a partial transit insurance cover
with our freight service

•

Budget Kit
This kit caters to local movers who don’t require all the wrapping
materials needed for longer distance transits. It qualifies for a
partial transit insurance cover with our freight service

•

Starter Kit
This kit contains all the packaging and wrapping materials needed
for longer distance and overseas moves. It qualifies for full “all
risks” transit insurance cover with our freight service

•

Fill-a-Box Courier Kits
Come in 2 sizes of box and include basic wraps to pack up smaller
quantities for sending overseas

View and order Kits online at www.pakityourself.co.nz.

PACKING TIPS
These general Packing Tips supplement the Packing Guidelines. You
should first read through the Packing Guidelines presented at the
beginning of this booklet.
1. The Packing Guidelines include simple illustrations on how to go
about packing your belongings. Keep them close at hand with
these Tips as you pack
2. Keep an inventory of everything as you pack. Use the PIY Pack
List Valuation declaration for this as it’s designed for this purpose
3. The PIY Starter Kit has been tailored to contain the necessary
packaging to better protect your belongings from damage
during longer distance travel. As such, it qualifies for full transit
insurance cover. Packaging purchased loose will only qualify if all
the wraps included in the Starter Kit have been selected
4. If you’re taking pets with you, remember to research what you
need to do and who you’re going to use nice and early. Your pet
may have to spend time in quarantine so its best to know sooner
rather than later. Look for suitable companies in the Yellow Pages
under “pet transport” or phone your airline for advice.
5. Never forget the vital REM rules of packing as you go (refer
Packing Guidelines)
6. Only PIY packing materials will qualify for transit insurance cover
7. Always tape the bottom of boxes both lengthways and widthways
when assembling and extend the tape part-way over the sides to
firmly hold it together
8. Manage the weight of each box as you pack so you can easily lift
it. Always test the weight before you tape it shut
9. Tape boxes shut so they sit flat. Don’t overlap the box flaps
10. If you still have the original packaging with the moulded
polystyrene that things like your computer, DVD player, stereo, etc
came in, re-use it to pack the item then if possible, pack it into a

PIY box. This method provides great protection from damage and
helps prevent theft because the identity of the item will be hidden
inside the PIY box
11. Be brutal about what deserves to go and get rid of anything that’s
not
12. The paper wrapping and cushioning wrap is used to prevent
scratching and marking of surfaces. Always use it before wrapping
in corrugated cardboard or bubble wrap
13. The cushioning wrap has additional benefits in that it’s also
moisture resistant with light cushioning
14. The paper wrapping is good as a cushioning layer when scrunched
up and placed in the bottom of a box before packing your items.
You can also scrunch up this paper and use it as fill throughout
and at the top of a box to prevent movement
15. Use scrunched paper wrapping to fill the empty cavity of items
like glasses, mugs, ornamental jugs, etc to provide a little extra
stability to the item
16. Never use newspapers or magazines as a substitute for the paper
wrapping because the ink may rub off onto your belongings
17. Bubble wrap is for cushioning breakables. Remember to first use
the paper wrapping or cushioning wrap as bubble wrap can sweat
and leave an impression on delicate or soft surfaces
18. Corrugated cardboard is used to protect items from denting and
chipping. Always wrap first with paper wrapping or cushioning
wrap as the cardboard can scratch. Corrugated cardboard is also
used to separate items layered in a carton
19. When wrapping with the corrugated cardboard the lighter, shaded
corrugated side goes inside against the item. The brown coloured,
smooth side is the outside
20. The ultimate in wraps is the ultra-tough easy wrap. This extremely
tough wrap combines all the benefits of cushioning wrap, bubble
wrap and corrugated cardboard into one fantastic product that’s
very easy to use. It easily conforms to any object and provides

exceptional tear and puncture resistance while being waterproof.
Its soft, moisture absorbent inner surface prevents scratching and
marking, its middle section provides great cushioning and its outer
layer provides a tough, puncture resistant surface that’s easily
taped and written on
21. Pack one room at a time starting with the items you use least.
If you start several rooms all at once the job may become
overwhelming and make it difficult to keep an accurate inventory
22. Always place heavier items at the bottom of a box with lighter
ones on top
23. Only use the Multi-box for books, CD’s, glasses, plates and mugs,
etc. Anything else will become too heavy to lift with a collection of
packed items like these
24. Use the medium box for items that won’t become so heavy once
packed together
25. Use the large box for bulky, light items like linen, plastic ware, etc
26. Pack wrapped plates and pictures, etc into boxes on their edges.
Don’t stack them one on top of the other. This method prevents
excessive weight building up on the plates at the bottom. Make
sure sufficient wrap has been woven in between each item as you
go to prevent scratching and knocking together
27. Wrap breakable, china and glassware, etc with ample paper
wrap or cushioning wrap before wrapping in bubble wrap and/or
corrugated cardboard. Fill empty cavities with scrunched paper
wrapping
28. Use scrunched up paper wrapping around wineglass stems before
wrapping in corrugated cardboard
29. Never leave any empty space in boxes. Fill the space with towels,
clothing and linen or use scrunched up paper wrapping
30. Place well wrapped glasses upright when packing into boxes.
Never nest them inside each other or lay them down. Cushion the
bottom of the box first with ample bubble wrap or paper wrapping

and place a piece of corrugated cardboard between each layer
31. Clearly label all boxes and pieces with your name/s and your full
destination address. Be sure to include the name of the room each
box/item is destined for in your new home
32. If there’s something important you want to immediately access on
arrival (like the kettle or toolbox), pack them together in one or two
boxes and clearly label each with “1st day items” or something
similar so you can easily find them amongst all the rest
33. The toolbox should be one of the last things you pack, you’ll need it
to disassemble beds, etc while packing
34. When disassembling furniture, put all nuts, bolts, etc for each piece
of furniture in its own zip-lock bag and clearly label each bag so
you know what piece of furniture it belongs to. Use one Multi-box
for all these bags and label the box “parts”. Use the numbering
system provided on the PIY Pack List Valuation declaration to
assist in identifying these boxes by number
35. Pack remote controls and cables into a “parts” box. Remember to
label each cable so you know what appliance it belongs to. Use
the numbering system provided on the PIY Pack List Valuation
declaration to assist with identifying these boxes by number
36. Don’t pack anything electrical that has been running and is still
warm. Wait a few hours for things to cool first
37. Remove batteries from remote controls, toys, appliances, clocks,
etc and safely discard. They may corrode and cause damage or
activate an item during transit or storage
38. For any boxes containing breakables, place FRAGILE stickers on
each one to provide clear notice to anyone handling them
39. Place individually wrapped mirrors and pictures on their edges
and pack into boxes or bundle together. This may provide better
support while creating fewer but manageable pieces
40. If you’re packing your washing machine, garden hoses and fittings
like sprinklers, etc, make sure they are well drained of all water.
Water can cause serious damage to your other belongings

41. Overseas movers must drain fuel and oil from the lawn mower
and other power tools then thoroughly clean them before packing.
Fuel and oil are hazardous and dirt is a MAF Quarantine issue
42. Overseas movers should remove the dust bag or empty and
thoroughly clean the dust compartment and attachments of your
vacuum cleaner before packing. Any dirt is a MAF Quarantine
issue
43. If you’re not confident doing it yourself, any delicate items such
as clock pendulums, etc that need to be disassembled can be
referred to a jeweller or appropriate service agent to best prepare
them for packing
44. Rugs can be rolled up after a vacuum, tied and placed in a
mattress bag for transporting
45. Mattresses should be slipped into mattress bags before any
further protective wrapping is applied
46. Sofas, armchairs and other large furniture is best wrapped in ultratough easy wrap with at least corrugated cardboard taped onto
corners and edges to ensure the very best protection
47. Overseas movers should thoroughly clean and dry camping
gear, boots, tramping, fishing, golfing, scuba equipment, garden
tools, saddlery, barbeque, vacuum cleaner, etc. Make sure similar
items like this are packed together with each box or piece well
marked with “cleaned” or something similar so as to provide quick
identification and easy access for MAF Quarantine overseas. Use
the numbering system provided on the PIY Pack List Valuation
declaration to assist in identifying these boxes by number
48. Garden tools can be bundled together after a thorough clean.
Protect your other belongings from these bundled tools by
wrapping the blade ends
49. Think carefully about each item as you go. Anything that might
move inside an appliance (such as the glass platter inside a
microwave, the pendulum in a clock or the drum in the washing
machine) should be removed or secured before you pack and
wrap... remember those REM rules. If you’re in doubt as to what

might move or how to secure it, check the Owners Manual or
contact a service agent
50. Don’t leave anything in wall units or bookcases, etc. If filling or
padding is required for protection, use soft and light items like
pillows, blankets or linen
51. Overseas movers shouldn’t pack medicines, they could hold up
your belongings when clearing them through Customs. Obtain
a letter from your Doctor outlining what medicines you need and
keep them and this letter with you when you travel
52. Remember, if you need additional boxes, tape, wrap or other
packaging like mattress bags, damp absorption, fragile stickers,
marker pens, etc, you can view and order it as needed from
the online shop at www.pakityourself.co.nz or contact your PIY
operator
53. These are your belongings, there’s no such thing as
overprotecting them when it comes to freighting. Insurance
companies can tell if damage has occurred because of inadequate
packing... it’s better you do too much than not enough
Now that you have access to affordable packing materials from PIY and
the know-how at your fingertips, there’s really nothing you can’t do!
Here’s a quick rundown of our 7-Basics to sensible packing:
1. If you don’t want it scratched or marked, use paper wrapping or
cushioning wrap first
2. If you don’t want it broken, cushion it
3. If you don’t want it dented or chipped, corrugate or tough wrap it
4. If it’s really delicate, do it all
5. If it’s hazardous, get rid of it
6. Follow the REM rules of packing at all times and
7. If you’re short on packaging, don’t risk it, order more from the online
shop at www.pakityourself.co.nz

LOADING YOUR OWN SHIPPING CONTAINER
The first thing to know is that container door mechanisms can sometimes
be stiff to move so some muscle power may be in order. Secondly, the
right-hand door overlaps the left to create a tight seal so you’ll only be
able to open the container doors by starting on your right.
•

Watch the swivel locks disengage at both the top and bottom of the
door as you follow the instructions pictured below

Free the handles of
the door on your right

Lift the handles

Swivel & pull handles
towards you to open

•

Inspect the container walls and roof for holes as soon as it arrives.
Shipping containers are regularly maintained but occasionally a
bad one slips through. If it has holes, notify your PIY operator
immediately

•

Sweep the container before loading anything to
help with MAF Quarantine issues overseas and
to keep your load cleaner

•

Don’t forget those vital REM rules of packing.
They apply to loading the shipping container just
as they did packing up the house (refresh your
memory from page 3 of this booklet)
Restrict movement
Eliminate space
Manage weight

•

Corrugated cardboard, cushions in sturdy plastic bags or layers of
bubble wrap make effective buffers between well wrapped furniture

•

First load all the heavy items and boxes on the floor then place the

lighter and/or fragile ones on top
•

Load your well labeled MAF Quarantine “risk” boxes and
items last (the door end) so MAF Quarantine can get to them
without rummaging through everything else. Risk items are your
camping gear, boots, tramping, fishing, golfing, scuba equipment,
garden tools, saddlery, barbeque, vacuum cleaner, etc

•

If you need to prevent movement inside the container with timber
bracing, use only ISPM15 treated and marked timber to prevent
MAF Quarantine hassles overseas. Ensure the ISPM15 markings
are visible throughout

•

Ensure the security of items already in the container during the
loading process. Use a heavy-duty padlock overnight or while
unattended. Don’t forget to remove the padlock before the
container is collected

•

Make sure you get a “container seal” from your PIY operator so
you can record its ID number and attach it before the container is
collected. Your PIY operator also needs the ID number.
Container seals are not locks and are not intended to prevent
access to your container. They are numbered devices used to
indicate tampering so if your container arrives at its destination
without the same seal you attached, you can see immediately that
your container doors have been tampered with. Seals are used
rather than padlocks so that if an inspection is required, Border
officials can access your container at any port along the way

Close left-hand
door first

Right-hand
door overlaps
left on closing

Attach container
seal through righthand door handle
closest to opening

•

These are your belongings, there’s no such thing as
overprotecting them when it comes to shipping. Insurance
companies can tell if damage has occurred because of inadequate
packing... it’s always better you do too much than not enough

•

If you’re short on packaging, don’t risk it, order more from the
shop at www.pakityourself.co.nz or contact your PIY operator

MOVING OVERSEAS CHECKLIST
This handy checklist is intended as a general guide to help you
remember things. It’s not designed to be a rigid timetable of when you
should or shouldn’t do things. Of course, the earlier you make plans
the better off you’ll be.
•

Complete “Your PIY Instructions” form. If you don’t have one you
can quickly obtain one online at www.pakityourself.co.nz from the
Links & Forms page or contact your PIY operator

•

Sort through your belongings and sell, give away, throw away or
put aside everything that you’re not taking with you

•

Don’t pack medicines, they could hold up your belongings when
clearing them through Customs. Obtain a letter from your Doctor
outlining what medicines you need and keep them and this letter
with you when you travel

•

Make a start by packing items you don’t need to use every day
and remember, label the box you pack them into with the room
they belong in

•

Obtain all medical and dental records

•

Obtain school records

•

Obtain veterinary records

•

Ensure you have birth certificates for all family members and your
marriage/civil union licence (if applicable)

•

Notify insurance company and arrange cancellation of policies

•

Notify the bank

•

Advise your local Council, Electoral office, Inland Revenue, your
employer, solicitor, landlord, etc

2 Weeks before Move
•

Re-check passports and any visas to ensure they’re up to date and
travel booking, insurance and accommodation are finalised

•

Confirm with your PIY operator when you want collection of your
cargo or container and if you need our professional packers to help
with the awkward stuff

•

Cancel any subscriptions for newspaper, magazines, etc

•

Arrange for cancellation of utility services such as phone, power,
gas, cable TV, etc

•

Carefully dispose of all flammable products such as paints and
varnishes, thinners, bleaches, chemicals and solvents, gas bottles,
aerosol cans, unwanted medicines, etc

•

If you’re filling a whole shipping container, check with your local
Council if there are any requirements for its placement at your
home. And if you’re renting, don’t forget to obtain permission from
your landlord

1 Week before Move
•

Pack items that are travelling with you such as clothes, toiletries,
medicines and Doctor’s letter, stamps, notes, coins, travellers
cheques, medals, cash, deeds, tickets, bullion, jewellery, watches,
trinkets or similar valuable articles, important papers and travel
documents, etc

•

Collect any laundry or dry cleaning

•

Drain fuel and oil from lawn mower, chainsaw, line trimmer, etc and
leave fuel cap off until ready to clean and pack later

•

Thoroughly clean all garden tools, power tools, barbeque, fishing
gear, camping gear, tramping boots, etc

•

Defrost and clean refrigerators and freezers (these will need at
least 24 hours)

•

Complete your PIY Pack List Valuation declaration and follow the
“Don’t forget to” instructions on the last page

Moving Day
•

If you’re taking it with you, empty and clean the vacuum cleaner
(place new bag inside if it uses bags) and pack it up

•

Ensure you’re home when the truck arrives to pick up your
belongings or when our professional packers arrive to load

•

Once the removal is completed, double-check each room,
wardrobe, cupboard, garage and shed to make sure nothing has
been left behind

•

Now you’re on your way, all the staff at PIY wish you all the very
best in your new home

